“We cannot suspend our values during the workday and think we will have them when we get back
home. We’re all interconnected. There is a spiritual dimension to business just as to individuals.”
Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield.
The month of May holds significant planetary activity. For the first two weeks Venus slows down in
preparation for the retrograde station on the 16th. Venus retrograde periods are a good time to
review and reflect on our values.
The effects of the upcoming Solar eclipse on the 20th can be felt in the early part of the month as
well. Eclipses open evolutionary doorways and their influence can be felt before and after the actual
event.May 1 – 5 The month starts off under a dynamic trine in earth signs. Use this energy of the
Sun/ Mars/Pluto trine to make significant headway with goals. This group of planets is powerful and
lends energy, drive and ambition.
May 5 – The Full Moon at 16 degrees of Scorpio. This is a good time to revisit what it is we feel
passionate about and ascertain whether the time and attention we give it is appropriate. It is best to
remember that passions do run high under the Scorpio Moon and to be aware when driving and
elsewhere that there can be an uptick of reckless or irrational behavior under this influence.
May 13- 16 The Sun joins Jupiter the planet of hope and optimism as Mercury moves up to a trine to
Pluto and Mars. This is a pragmatic and expansive combination – a very good time for making
progress with endeavors and for social interaction.
May 16 – June 28 Venus retrograde. Venus stations retrograde at 23 degrees of Gemini on May 16.
This retrograde period provides good timing to review issues related to self esteem and self image
and how these beliefs correlate to the way we live and want to live. As Venus is in Gemini it is also a
good time period to review how we use and direct mental energy – and whether customary thinking
patterns facilitate growth in a positive direction or place obstacles in the path.
Venus will station retrograde while in aspect to Saturn and this brings up issues related to values and
the appropriateness of commitments we are involved in. It is a good time to review how relationships
influence our sense of self esteem and can influence our values.

Venus will station direct in late June. In general Venus retrograde periods are best used for
rethinking and reviewing rather than initiating. Relationships – personal and professional born
under this influence often do not last. Sometimes old lovers can resurface under this aspect as well.
There is a solar eclipse on the New Moon May 20 at 0 degrees of Gemini.
May 23 – May 30 During this time frame the influence of Neptune the planet of dreams and visions
is strong in the sky. This is best used for creative visualization spiritual growth. It can make things
other than what they seem. If possible it is best to avoid making serious legal agreements or making
major purchases under this influence.
Quote from Divine Sparks by Karen Speerstra
All times mentioned EDT.

